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Abstract This article deals with topics where I expect
special future challenges, exemplifying these by experi-
ments out of my own department. One area where I expect
large progress also in view of many technical developments
in the past concerns the understanding of the structure of
fluid interfaces at the atomic level. It is shown by non-
linear optical spectroscopies that the free water surface is
ice-like and can be “liquefied” by ion adsorption. X-ray
fluorescence from the interface demonstrates that ion
binding is very specific which cannot be explained by
existing theories. A second major area are nonequilibrium
features, and one of the old and new ones here is nucleation
and growth. This presentation concentrates on effects
produced by ultrasound, a well-defined trigger of gas
bubble formation. It exhibits high potential for chemistry
at extreme conditions but with a reactor at normal
conditions. It has special importance for treatment of
surfaces that can be also manipulated via controlled surface
energies. A third area will concern complex and smart
systems with multiple functions in materials and biosciences.
As next generation, I anticipate those with feedback control,
and examples on this are self-repairing coatings.
Keywords Colloids.Interfacialscience.Interfaces
Introduction
Colloid science deals with entities in size ranges between
1 nm and some micrometers, due to these small dimensions
the surfaces are most important, and thus it is closely linked
with interface science. At the lower size limit, it embraces
nanosciences which deals with dimensions below 100 nm,
althoughnot all scientistsinthisfield haverealizedhow much
itreliesonclassicalcolloidscience.Ontheotherhandthefield
is defined by a dimension, not by a type of material and it
therefore includes inorganic, organic and biomaterials. Thus,
it is the basic of many fashionable disciplines like bio-,
medical and nanotechnology, and hence will experience a
bright future as enabling science. However, one may ask the
questions if there are also challenges in the development of
colloid and interface science and if there emerged new
advances to tackle these challenges. Answers to these
questions are “yes”, and I will below give examples from
workoutofmyowndepartment.Theseexamplesarenotatall
exhaustive, and I have selected them because of own
competence but by no means claiming to cover this broad
field. I see major challenges in the following areas:
& Structure and dynamics of fluid interfaces at submo-
lecular resolution.
& Nonequilibrium structures and properties.
& From smart to feed back and remote controlled systems.
Areas of challenges
Structure and dynamics of fluid interfaces
The last 2 decades have seen a tremendous development of
techniques to study interfaces directly and with molecular
resolution. These are synchrotron X-ray [1] and Neutron
scattering [2], FTIR spectroscopy [3], Nonlinear optical
spectroscopies [4]a sw e l la ss i m u l a t i o n s[ 5]. Concerning
molecules or particles at interfaces, the trend has moved from
classical insoluble surfactants and phospholipids towards more
complex molecules like amphiphilic polymers, peptides,
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understandable from the desire to construct more complex
systems and also to answer biomedical questions. On the other
hand, there are still burning questions related to most simple
interfaces and on these I will present two examples below:
The first concerns the structure of water at the free surface
and its influence by ions in the subphase. To conclude on this
VIS/IR sum frequency generation (SFG) has been established
a sam o s tp o w e r f u lt o o l[ 6, 37]. Applying SFG a high
intensity visible and a tuneable IR beam are impinging on a
surface, and a beam at the sum frequency may result if the IR
beam is in resonance with a vibration. Since this is a second
order non-linear effect only species at the interface with a
symmetry break are detected. Figure 1 shows a typical
spectrum of the water surface with various amounts of SCN
-
in the subphase. The bands of the ion free water surface have
traditionally been assigned to the free OH vibration
(3700 cm
-1), liquid water and “solid” water (3,450 cm
−1
and 3,200 cm
−1, respectively). Accordingly one realizes that
the ice like peak is reduced by ion addition, i.e. that the ion
disturbs the hydrogen bonding network in agreement with
simulations [7]. Measuring the SFG signal for different
polarizations one also deduces that the ion, in this case an
anisotropic one, is preferentially oriented at the surface.
There are also many attempts to measure ion distribution
at charged interfaces which would be a stringent test of
theories. However, estimates for charged monolayers
indicate that even for monovalent ions more than 90% of
them are expected within a distance below 5Ǻ from the
surface [8]. Therefore one needs methods with spatial
resolution better than 1Ǻ, and this is very difficult to
achieve. One way could be to use standing X-ray waves
which can be produced via interference at interfaces, but
even the most sophisticated attempts have been not
convincing in view of this goal [9]. An alternative may be
not to dwell on distribution but to measure competitive ion
binding. As an example Fig. 2 shows measurements of
X-ray fluorescence of different ions near an interface [8]. In
this example an evanescent X-ray beam hits the surface
exciting ions residing within its penetration depth of about
50Ǻ. The fluorescence of these ions is then detected
measuring their concentration. For calibration one may
use films with exclusively one ion in the subphase or a
higher incidence angle where the bulk concentration is
detected. Principally one can also vary the penetration
depth via the incidence angle, but in reality this variation is
possible between 40Ǻ and 100Ǻ, and thus distributions in
this range, e.g. for polymer brushes, can be resolved. In
the specific example of Fig. 2, top, one can distinguish the
emission of S (from the surfactant) and of argon (from the
gas in the measurement chamber) which may serve for
normalization, and the emission of K
+ and of Cs
+.
Comparing with the situation of only one ion in the
subphase the emission of both ions is reduced by a factor
Fig. 1 Left: Sketch of a sum frequency measurement. Avisible (Wvis)
and an IR (Wir) laser beam impinge on a surface and scattering with
the sum frequency Wsfg may result in resonance with Wir. Right top
SFG spectrum of the free water in absence (grey)o rp r e s e n c eo fK S C N
(dark) in the subphase. Right bottom: SFG spectrum of the SCN
- anion
for different polarization of incoming and reflected beam [6]
124 Colloid Polym Sci (2010) 288:123–131of 2. This lack of ion specifity is expected if the ions do not
bind at all or with the same strength. A qualitatively
different behaviour is, however, expected comparing Li
+
and Cs
+ (Fig. 2, bottom). There, an excess of Li
+/Cs
+ of 9:1
is apparently necessary to achieve equal binding. These
studies can be extended to many different ions, but they
need a dedicated set-up at a synchroton. They will provide
very important information on ion-specific binding including
the Hofmeister effect [10], but will require dedicated
theoretical simulations to achieve an understanding.
In view of the rapid progress concerning X-ray sources
including free electron lasers one may ask how this will affect
science with fluid interfaces. I am convinced that by these
X-raysourcesothertechniques,previouslydevelopedforhard
surfaces in vacuum, will become available like photoelectron
spectroscopy or extended X-ray fine structure analysis with
glancing X-rays. The latter could shed light on the local
environment of binding ions, an important question
concerning the above example. Also more refined analysis
of two-dimensional arrays of polymers, peptides, proteins and
nanoparticles will be possible. I am, however, sceptical on the
use of the most brilliant X-ray sources. They cause severe
sample damage within some fsec, and the questions will be
which information can be gathered within this time frame.
Nonequilibrium structures and properties
Many colloidal systems are kinetically hindered to minimize
their surface energy and thus are used in a nonequilibrium
state. Prominent classical areas are emulsions and dispersions
but also the field of nucleation and growth has encountered
much interest at least since the times of Wolfgang Ostwald
[29]. Although being far away from a quantitative under-
standing it encounters at present a boom in view of
preparation of nanoparticles of defined size and shape and
their aggregation [11, 36]. I will spare here examples of my
department on this topic [12, 34] but concentrate on the field
of sonochemistry which sounds exotic and is rather difficult
to study quantitatively. On the other hand it is very important
and many scientists have used ultrasound to clean a surface
or to disperse a sample by this process.
If a liquid is exposed to ultrasound gas bubbles may be
nucleated and grown (cavitation) and the later collapse of the
bubble converts the surface energy into mechanical energy
and heat. Thus temperatures above 5.000 K and pressures
above 1.000 atm result for short times (<μs) and very local
(<μm) [13]. Due to extreme cooling rates (∼10
10K/s)
structures can thus be formed far away from equilibrium.
Examples are composites of immiscible elements, sintering
of particles, cross-linking of polymers and proteins, flotation
and selective dispersion from solids.
Hence one can perform high temperature and pressure
chemistry with a reactor at normal conditions, but the main
problem arises to control nonequilibrium processes locally
and in short time. As an example of using high pressures
Fig. 3 shows electron micrographs of clays sonochemically
treated in the presence of Au nanoparticles and surfactant
[14]. Here ultrasound creates defects into which the nano-
particles and surfactants are injected. The surfactant causes
exfoliation, and hence a large amount (∼5%) of particles
can be stably inserted. This system serves as a model of a
catalyst carrier, and in the process, compared to conven-
tional procedures, the incorporation time is reduced from
days to less than an hour, i.e. by about a factor 100.
In the example of Fig. 3, the cavitation bubble is formed
in bulk with clay and Au nanoparticles concentrating at the
bubble surface. The process may be easier to describe, at
least theoretically, if one considers sonochemistry at
surfaces. There, one expects the situation of homogeneous
versus heterogeneous nucleation (Fig. 4)[ 15] and the latter
should be favoured, the amount depending on the surface
energy of the solid. Consequently preparing a surface with
hydrophobic and hydrophilic patterns one expects prefer-
ential bubble nucleation on the hydrophobic areas. This can
indeed be verified (Belova V, Gorin D, Shchukin DG,
Mohwald H., to be published; Fig. 4). Preparing by
stamping an Al2O3 surface with hydrophilic spots in a
hydrophobic laterally continuous area one can clearly
realize the influence of the ultrasound causing nm-sized
corrugations only on the hydrophobic areas. Although in
this case a measurement of nucleation rates and a
theoretical relation between nucleation rate, contact angle
Fig. 2 a X-ray fluorescence spectrum after irradiation by an evanescent
X-raybeamwithpeaksofS,Ar,KandCsforthesolutioncontainingonly
one type of cation and for a 1:1 mixture (full line). b X-ray fluorescence
spectrum for a solution containing only Li
+ and CS
+ and for a Li:CS=
9:1 ratio (full line)[ 8]
Colloid Polym Sci (2010) 288:123–131 125Fig. 3 Top: Scheme of ultrasonic exfoliation of clays by tensides (left) and following insertion of Au nanoparticles (right). Bottom: SEM of clay
microparticles (left) and TEM of Au nanoparticles on clay sheets [14]
Fig. 4 Top left: Bubble
nucleation and growth in bulk
and at a surface. Whereas in the
first case the surface tension б of
the liquid is most important, in
the second case also the interfa-
cial tension бS of the solid and
the contact angles are relevant,
the gas pressures P and chemical
potentials μ in both phases
being equal. Top right: Sketch
of a pattern and the molecule
used for hydrophobization.
Bottom: SEM image at different
magnification of an Al surface
after 10 min of ultrasonication
126 Colloid Polym Sci (2010) 288:123–131and ultrasonic power are still pending, I expect this is the
beginning of a field with large potential: Varying and
measuring contact angles one should be able to control
nucleation, varying the sizes of hydrophobic areas one
should learn about critical radii, varying their shape one
may also produce peculiar bubble shapes [16]. With
ultrasound as a reproducible trigger and patterning one
can also define time and space of nucleation enabling direct
measurements of nucleation and growth via optical scatter-
ing and imaging. On the application side one can use the
high definition to prepare and/or to use patterned surfaces
and control their selective dispersion as well as to use the
process for selective cleaning without destruction.
From smart to feed back and remote controlled systems
Ultrasound has also revealed to be an important tool in the
design of feedback active coatings as is shown by means of
the example of Fig. 5. There use is made of the fact that
ultrasound causes defined surface corrugations (Fig. 5a),
and predominantly by FTIR-spectroscopy one may show
that the surface is completely oxidized [17]. This, in
contrast to the untreated surface, enables a complete surface
coating by the layer-by-layer technique [18]. This technique
is very versatile enabling incorporation of many different
functional molecules. It can also be extended to prepare
containers with walls defined as precise as multilayers but
containing large amounts of functional molecules. Of
special importance here is the fact that in many cases
stability and properties are determined by electrostatic
interactions. These in turn can be modulated via pH [19],
salt or electrochemical potential [20], and this is made use
of in designing corrosion protective coatings. Figure 5b
shows even macroscopically that a surface coated suitably
is protected against visible corrosion in contrast to an
unprotected one [20].
The principles of this protection mechanism can be
understood and also quantified by means of the scheme and
results in Fig. 6: If a corrosion pit forms its local potential or
pH differs from that of the majority of the surface. This then
affects the electrical balance within the coating, in consequence
increasing its permeability and releasing bound or encapsulated
(in dispersed nanocontainers) corrosion inhibitors. They then
anneal the defect, and we therefore have a self-repairing
coating [21]. The action of this mechanism can be followed by
scratching the coating and locally following the corrosion
Fig. 5 Top: Sketch of a bubble
in bulk and on a hydrophilic
(Al) surface. Bottom left: SEM
image of untreated (a) and
sonochemically treated Al (b).
Bottom right: Optical micro-
graph of untreated (top) and
treated (middle) Al after 24 h
in salt solution. Right lower
corner: Sketch of the coating
of the ultrasonicated surface by
the layer-by-layer technique
with corrosion inhibitor
inside [17]
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realizes in Fig. 7 that the corrosion current increases for the
unprotected surface but it decays with time for the protected
one due to the inhibitor action. In addition there may be a
change in local mobility in the polyelectrolyte multilayer
enabling molecular movement to seal the defected coating.
In the above example we have made use of one of the
many present developments of so-called smart materials,
i.e. materials that respond to the environment [31]. These
are the base elements of more sophisticated devices that,
analogous to many regulating and regulated systems are
connected as a positive or negative feedback [21]. Feed-
backs are typically used in nature or technology to maintain
a certain concentration, potential or mechanical force on a
desired level and uses are maximum amplification for a
triode, fast response for a muscle or delivery of stored
chemical energy on demand. Here the prime questions will
not concern molecular mechanisms but the interplay and
coupling of different responsive elements.
I expect that another important area in the future will be
the remote control of processes via external fields, electro-
magnetical, optical, acoustical or thermal ones. For dem-
onstration, I selected an example of own work towards
biosciences [22]. The base elements here are:
1. Polyelectrolyte multilayer capsules [30], which are
known to be at high temperature very soft and permeable
also for macromolecules, are glassy and virtually
impermeable at low temperature [23]. The transition
between high and low temperature can be described like
a glass transition, and the corresponding temperature
may be tuned via pH, salt and type of polymer between
room temperature and 90°C.
2. Metallic inorganic nanoparticles can be incorporated
into the multilayers. Via aggregation, preparation of
rods or core/shell geometry they can be made to
strongly absorb near IR-light [24, 25]. This light is
then converted into heat and one can show that with a
low power IR diode one can increase the temperature of
the particle by some 10 K whereas the temperature may
be kept below 35°C some 10 nm apart. Therefore one
can create locally hot spots with permeability for large
molecules controlled spatially and temporally via the
IR laser diode.
3. By consecutively heating and shrinking of the capsules
in a solution of a signal peptide the latter can be
encapsulated and these capsules can be brought into a
cell by electroporation [22]. This method can be used
for virtually any type of cells (even those which don’t
exhibit phagocytosis), although other cells like macro-
phages or various cancer cells would incorporate these
capsules spontaneously [26].
4. Since the capsules are not biodegradable one can wait
for some hours till the cells have recovered from the
harsh electroporation treatment. Then one may select a
specific capsule and location and open it by IR light,
the process we call optoporation [35].
5. Intracellular delivery and release can be used for
investigation of a receptor-mediated antigen presenta-
tion [27]—a process of fundamental importance in
Fig. 6 Top left: Concept of
self-repairing coating: Nanocon-
tainers are opening near a defect
due to a different local pH or
electrochemical potential and
thus release a corrosion inhibi-
tor. This then anneals the
defect. Bottom left: Possible
realization: SiO2 nanoparticles
are coated by multilayers of
(polyethyleneimine (PEI) and
polystyrenesulfonic acid (PSS)
and embedded into a ZrO2/ SiO2
sol/ gel coating on an Al alloy
surface technically used. Top
right: Laterally resolved
corrosion current in μAc m
-2
for an unprotected surface after
indicated times in salt solution
(a) following a scratch on the
surface seen in the optical
micrograph (b). Bottom right:
Time and space dependent
corrosion current for a surface
protected by an inhibitor
containing layer (a) following a
scratch optically visualized (b)
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bringing a microcapsule filled with peptides into a
mammalian cell. Then one can follow the binding of
the peptide to a receptor, trace its intracellular transport,
and eventually use the corresponding antibodies to
investigate the surface presentation. Approaches typi-
cally used for assessing this and, it is fair to say, other
biological processes are rather descriptive, so further
developments are expected in using math for quantifi-
cation [22].
Figure 7 (top) presents a model of the process and the
expected response, while Fig. 7 (bottom) shows that the
encapsulated peptide (red) can be brought near the cell
nucleus (dark ellipse). According to our model, the released
signal peptide should be transferred via several compart-
ments, bind to a receptor and form the complex which
should be transported to the cell surface, Fig. 7 (top) [32,
33]. A fine detail of this experiment is the surface binding
of the antibody which is specific to the complex but which
is added from outside of the cell. The binding manifests
visibility of the cell under study by T-cells—the hall-mark
of the immune system response [22]. The question now
arises if this model is correct and at which time scales the
processes occur.
To answer the above question Fig. 8 shows time
dependent fluorescence micrographs on the distribution of
the peptide (SINFEKL-TAMRA) and of the receptor MHC
class I. Measuring the intensity at the center of the cell and
at the edge one can thus quantify the transport of the
receptor to the surface (right in Fig. 8), and via different
labelling one can also verify the coupling of an antibody
from outside. This confirms that the suggested model is
correct and that the corresponding processes last on the
order of hours [22].
In this example as well as in the previous one the task is
not to answer fundamentally new questions although this is
possible too, but to look into the interplay of multiple
components, the problems coming from disciplines like
materials science, medicine and biology.
In this respect colloid and interface science may become
a helper science which I do not mean negative since this
help will be most important and can spread into many
disciplines.
Conclusions and outlook
In this brief contribution I intended to point into three
different areas where I believe colloid and interface science
to develop in the future. I have selected examples from my
own environment and apologize to those colleagues whom
I did not cite nor mention their directions. The field is very
Fig. 8 Left: Fluorescence
micrograph of the distribution of
a green labelled receptor (top
row) as a function of time (from
left 0, 10, 20 h) and of the signal
peptide (red labelled, bottom
row). To quantify the increasing
receptor concentration at the
cell surface the intensities at
the edge are related to those at
the center (right in Fig. 8). The
scale bar corresponds to 50 μm
[22]
Fig. 7 Top: Scheme describing immunological response under study.
A capsule containing the signal peptide SIINFEKL is brought into a
mammalian cell (Vero-cells) and opened there by IR-light (1–3). The
released peptide is bound to the receptor MHC Class I proteins (4)
forming the complex, and is finally transported to the cell surface (5).
There it exhibits the surface presentation (6). Bottom: Confocal
fluorescence micrograph showing the cytosol (green), the nucleus
(dark ellipse) and a capsule (red dot)[ 22]
Colloid Polym Sci (2010) 288:123–131 129broad because it is not confined to any type of material and
building up of hierarchical structures and functions is a
challenge depending also on the types of material. Among
these materials, supramolecular systems are especially
promising because the interplay of their weak interactions
enables a variety of hierarchical structures and functions
[28].
T h e r ei sa l s oat r e n dt oa nswer more biological
questions, and one should be aware that there is no
qualitative difference between synthetic and biological
molecules. On the other hand biological techniques are
now at hand to synthesize well-defined and interesting
molecules which may become optimum models for our
science, e.g. carbohydrates with most defined structures as
recognition elements and as hydrogels. Therefore our
science may not only help other disciplines but these may
be also useful for us. In any case I am optimistic that
colloid science has a bright future on one hand as helper
science on the other hand it provides still many challenging
fundamental questions.
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